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bstract 
The knowledge and skills acquired in the course of studying the discipline 
"Methods and Systems of Artificial Intelligence" are an integral part of the 
formation of professional competence and an important aspect of academic and 
professional training of students. The course program is designed for students, for 
whom the use of computer technology in professional activities is a prerequisite for 
professional success. The discipline program involves a comprehensive study of 
the basic methods and models of data representation in systems of artificial 
intelligence within the limits of the competence approach. 
The course of methods and systems of artificial intelligence includes the main 
aspects of the implementation of algorithms for solving problems of information 
processing, and is one of the basic disciplines of professional training of students, 
based on the use of modern learning technologies. 
Key words: knowledge representation models, search solutions, pattern 
recognition, object identification, artificial neural networks, ontology, functional 
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